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Humboldt Bay is a coastal lagoon, 14 mi. Jong and a maximum of 4 mi.
wi de. The ba y has three distinct segments, South, Ent rance, and Arcata
Bays, ea ch of which occupies the seaward end of one or more strea m va l leys
cut into Pl io;- Pleistocene paral ic sediments. The se~1nent s a r e 1 i nked by
na r row tida l channels which are bounded by a barrier s pit on the west and
by high va l l ey interflu ves on the east. Clima t e of the area is rainy
temperate . Tides are of the mixed type with a mean range of 6. 5 f t .
Textural variations of the surface sediments in South and Arcata
Bays correlate generally with bay-floor morphology. Bottoms of ~tinward branching tidal channels are covered by gravelly, shel ly sand wh i ch
becomes finer and more muddy with increasing distance from t he tidal inlet.
Cla yey silt predominates on the tidal flats, and highly organi c si l ty clay
or clayey peat occurs in the few remaining salt marshes. Tid a l flat sediments a re olive gray to black and thoroughly stirred by the ri ch bay inf a una. The general pattern of decreasing grain size with increased elevation and distance away from the inlet is controlled by tidal curren t s . Exceptions to the general pattern and marked textural d ifferences between
ti da l flat sediments in various of the bay segments res ult f r an: direct
sediment discharge by entering streams, variable intensi ty of wave act i on,
corrmercia1 oyster harvesting, and variations in flushing ti me. Dredged
cha nnels have larger components of both gravel and mud t han their undredged
cou nt e rparts.
St udy of old maps and aerial photographs coupled with nearly ubiquitous
evidence of marsh erosion indicate the bay is in approxi mate equilibrium,
that is, filling at rates the order of 0.2-0.4 cm/yr commen s urate with
rel ative sea level rise. Most of the sediment comes i ndirec t ly from the
Eel a nd Mad Ri vers by way of littoral and tidal currents . Direct measuremen ts s how l oca l accretion and erosion rates up to 4 cm/ yr and 11 cm/yr
respec ti vel y. These fluctuate on a seasonal basis in r e s ponse to alternati ng wind- wa ve pa tterns and reflect 1 in-bay 1 reloca tio n of materials .
Presence of extensive tidal flats and salt marsh i mp l y f ormer higher
ra te s of accretion and bay infi 11. The recent change t oward equi 1 ibrium
con di t ions may relate to sediment removal by dredging an d/or to a reduction
in sed iment supply caused by northward shift of the M~d Ri ve r cours~.
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INTRODUCTION
Humboldt Bay constitutes a natural resource of vital importance to
the north coast area of California.

Situated as it is app r oximately 200

miles north of San Francisco and some 180 miles south

~r- Coos Bay , Oregon ,

Humbold t Bay represents the only harbor of commercial importance or of
value for refuge to large ships for several hundred miles along this
r ugged coast.

The bay and its immediate surroundings serve as the f ocal

point for _the north coast timber industry, comnercial fishing, and touristoriented sport fishing, which together constitute the essence of the north
coast economy.

Over the years, therefore, activity in and around the bay

has centered on development for economic purposes, · namely, dredgin g and
jetty construction for safer navigation, diking and filling to provide
building sites and agricultural land, and construction of docking faciliti es ,
r.a i -1 roads, and h i-9hways a 1ong the immediate shore 1 i ne.

These deve 1opments,

combined with the bay as a receptacle for industrial and municipa l wa stes
from surrounding communities have resulted in considerable modifica tion
of the bay as a natural environmental system.
In recent years, people have become more aware of ano ther r ole of
Humboldt Bay, that of a vital wildlife habitat.

Hundreds of thou sands of

Pacific Black brant and other species of waterfowl and shorebirds depend
upon the eelgrass beds~ the mudflats, and the salt marshes of the bay a s
source s of food and as nesting areas.

·- number of species of fish , clams,
A

and oysters, many of commercial as well as recreational importance re.side
in the bay or use the .bLJy as a nursery ground.

A colony of some 2-300

harbor seals, perhaps the largest single colony left in Cali fornia, live
on a part time basis in the southern part of the bay.

Hence, despite the

considerable modification which has occured, Humboldt Bay is frequently

charac terized as the least altered and polluted example of a large bayestuari ne system remaining in California.
Considerable controversy now obtains between those who advocate fur ther development of Humboldt B~y and those who vie for preservat ion.
Obviously , a compromise must be struck.

Future developments must be re-

str ic ted to those of absolute necessity to the economic wel 1-being of the
north coast area, and must be done in such a way that little, if any,
irreversibl e damage is done to the bay as a wildlife habitat.

To accompli sh

this, the bay as a natural system must be fully understood.
The p~esent study was undertaken with the immediate objective of categorizing and mapping the distribution of various types of su_rface sediments in Humboldt Bay, and relating the distribution of these sediments
to their sources and to the physical and biological processes active within the bay.
1)

Purposes of the study are several-fold:

to provide information which is essential for sound conservati.on
practices to be employed in future development of the bay;

2)

as a step in working out the geologic history of bay develo pment
by providing clues for the interpretation ·of Plio-Pl~is tocene
sediments cropping out in the upland areas around the bay and
encountered in borings beneath the buy;

3)

as a contribution to our general knowledge of the processes and
products of bay-estuarine sedimentation in various geol ogic
~

settings, a knowledge required for interpretation of the geologic
record in other areas.

BAY GEOGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGIC SUBDIVISIONS
Geographic Units
Humboldt Bay as a whole is a composite of three more or less distinct

smaller bays or embayments which include (Figure 1):
1)

Arcata (North) Bay - that area of the bay extending north and east
of Gunther and Woodley Islands;

2)

South Bay - the area south of

a line

between Buhne Point and the

eas t end of South Jetty;

3)

Entrance Bay· - the area between Buhne Point and the north end of
Elk Spit.

Each of these sub-bays occupies the low seaward end of one or more
stream valleys which have been filled to a cc:x,siderable extent by flood
plain and tidal flat deposits.

Jacoby Creek and Freshwater Creek enter

al ong the east shore of Arcata Bay; Entrance Bay is situated at the mouth
of El k River, and South Bay at the mouth of Salmon Creek (Figure s 2

&

3).

The sub-bays are linked together to form a continuous water body by relati vely narrow channels (e.g. Samoa Channel), which are constri cted between
land protuberances of the valley interfluves on the east and the barrier
spit on the west.

Land physiography, therefore, does control the shape of

the bay to a significant degree and Humboldt Bay as a whole represents a sort
of mixture between a typical coastal lagoon, whose existence uwes largely
to rormatio n of a barrier island or spit, and a coastal plain estuary f o rmed
a s a drowned river valley.

In Humbo1dt Bay, essentially three disti nct

coastal estuaries have been linked together by growth of a barrier spit to
form a contir.uous bay.

.,
The dimensions of these sub-bays in terms of maximum length, width , and

water areas at different stages of the tide, together wit h similar data f or
the bay as a whole are given in Table l.
Morphologic Subdivisions of Arcata and South Bays
The bay floor in both Arcata Bay and South Bay is chara c t e r ized by

Maximum
1en gt h ( mi ~ )

Maxi'mum
width(mi .)

Area at Mean
2
High Water (mi. )

Area at Mean
2
Lower-low water(ml. )

Arcata Bay

s.s

4.2

14.2

4.7

South Bay

3.7

2.6

6.4

2.9

Entrance Bay

2.5

2.0

2.7

2.6

Humboldt Bay

14. 1

4.2

24.5

11 • 3

T~ble 1.

Dimen sions of Humboldt Bay and Various Subdivisions

(See Figure 1 for boundaries between subdivisions)
.,,
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three morphologic or environmental subdivisions:
1}

tidal channels which comprise the deeper parts of each bay and
are situated almost entirely below mean lower-low water leve l
(MLLW};

2)

tidal flats which range in elevation from 1-2 ft. below MLLW to
about 4-5 ft. above MLLW;

3)

salt marshes which are situated approximately at mean high water
1eve 1 {MHW) •

Of these the tidal flats are the most extensive, occupying approximately

771 of the bay area below mean high water in Arcata Bay and about 8 1% of
the area of South Bay (Figures 2&3).

Most of the remaining area is

occupied by tidal channels; salt marshes cover only 4% of Arcata Bay (exclusive of Mad River Slough) and Jess than 1% of South Bay.

Typical cross-

bay profiles showing these subdivisions are presented in Figures

4&5.

Tidal Channels: The tidal channels are deepest, widest and least
complex in pattern near the lower end of Arcata and South Bays.

Proceeding

up-bay, away from the inlet, the channels gradually shoctl, decrease in
width, and di~erge into a complex network.

Many channels ultimately merge
-,
with the tidal flats in their up-bay extremities. Four maXin channe l systems
'--·'

carry tide waters to and fr~n Arcata Bay:

Mad River Slough Channel, North

Point Channel, Arcata Channel, and Bracut (Middle) Channel.

In the lower

reaches of the bay, just northeast of Gunther and Woodley Islands, these
channels average about 3-4 fathoms (18-24 ft.) in depth below MLLW and
interdigitate (intercommunicate) to a considerable extent across low, interchannel shoals.

In th : upper reaches, typical depths are the order of 1-2

fath oms (6-12 ft) and branches of each system are pretty well isolated from
those of adjacent systems by areas of relatively undissected tida l flats.
Bracut and North Point Channels occupy slight basinal features where

upbui 1ding of the bay floor by tidal flat accretion has been less extensive
than elsewhere at this distance from the inlet.

In these systems, the

ext reme upper reaches of the channels merge with the tidal flats bayward of
the shoreline.
The upper reaches of Arcata and Mad River Slough Channels dissect
area s where upbuilding of tidal flats has been more extensive, hence the
relief of these channels is generally greater.

One or more branches of

these channel systems reach clear to the bay shoreline and link to sources
of fre sh water input.

Drainage from the highlands northeast of the bay such

as Jacoby Creek and several smal Jer streams in the area of Arcata flow into
various parts of the Arcata Channel system.

Runoff from the .lowland area

of Arcata Bottoms, including flood overflow of the Mad River, drains into
Had River Slough Channel.

The only other significant fresh water input

into Arcata Bay, from the Freshwater Creek drainage, enters the channel
system of Eureka Slough which is scarcely manifested within the confines of
the present bay shoreline.
In terms of the width and overall depth, Arcata Channel ranks as the
main tidal artery in Arcata Bay.

mi.

Near Sand Islands, a dista~ce of about 8

from the inlet, channel depths of 3 fathoms (18 ft.) prevai 1.

channel

This

was formerly maintained by dredging, however, to provide ship access

to Arcata Wharf which was situated on the channel margin adjacent to Sand

Islands (Table 2).

The abrupt change in
., channe 1 depth from about 3 fathoms

to less than one just east of the northernmost island marks the boundary
between dredged and undredged channel.
Only two main ch annel systems exist in the less . extensive area of
South Bay, Southport and Hookton Channels.

Southport Channel feeds and

drains approximately the western half of South Bay.

Channels of this system

merge with the tidal flats in their extreme upper reaches and virtually no
land run-off feeds into this system.

Hookton Channel serves the eastern

half of South Bay and the upper reaches of the channels in this system
_1

ink t:o the main source of fresh water input, Salmon Creek.

Examination of

aerial photographs indicate that Salmon Creek had fairly direct access to
South Bay by way of White's Slough in historic times.

At present, however,

most of this runoff enters Hookton Slough through a maze of diked, art ificial
chamels in Beatrice Flats.

The South Bay channels correspond in genera_)

depths with those of Arcata Bay, but are somewhat narrower and more tortuous
in course.

The lower part of Hookton Channel, fran Fields Landing to Buhne

Point is maintained at a depth of 26 ft. by dredging (Table 2).
Although the main tidal channels become generally shallower with in.,,.- creasing distance away from the bay mouth, one or more closed depressions
with closures ranging up to 2 fathoms is evident along each channel course.
Most of these occur in the vicinity of channel meanders and presumably represent natural scours or areas of non-deposition due to intensified flow
velocities at these localities.

The most pronounced depression is situated

just dOWl bay from the confluence of Arcata and Mad River Slough Channels.
This probably reflects scour at this locality where the main tidal channel
linking the inlet and Arcata Bay is constricted between North Spit and Gunther Island.

A similarly placed, though less pronounced, scour depression

is appcHent between Gunther and Woodley_. Is lands in the lower reaches of Bra-

cut Channel.

The only d~pression in South Bay which is not located on a

channel meander occurs in the lower reaches of Southport Channel.

This de-

pression owes to formation of a shoal across the lower end of the channel
by sand drifting from the vicinity of the east end of South Jetty and from

the shoal \-1hict1 separates Hookton and Southport Channels.
Tidal flats: The tidal flats constitute a virtually continuous , low-

relief plain, t he orde r of one half to one mi le wide around the flanks of
Arcata and South Bays, separating t he channel margins near MLLW fran the
spit, dikes, artificial f i l I, salt marshes, and other f ea ture s which co~stitute the by shorel i ne i n vari ou s places (Figures 2~3).

I rregular ex-

tensions of the t ida l fla ts p rotrude as much as 1.5 to 2 mi. baywa r d between
the headward branches of the channe l sys tem, a nd sign ifi cant areas of tidal
flat exist as broad shoal s up t o 0 . 5 mi. wide between the l owe r reaches of
the main channels.
The tidal flats can be subd i v ided conveniently into two morphologic
units, the high and the low flats.

The distinction between the two and

the i r morphologi c- rel a tionship is best exemplified by surveyed profiles
across the tidal flats along t he eastern and northern · porti ons of t he Arcata

Bay (Figure 4).

Th e hi gh flats grade bayward from a n e l evation of 4 - 4.5 _

ft. adjacent to the s hor e line to a bout the level of MLLW.

Gradi ents across

these higher flats ave rage about 1 ft/1000 ft (o 0 04 1 ) wi th s ome f latten i ng
commonl y observed in the uppe r part , within 500 ft of the sho re1 i ne.

The

lower flats constitute thos e area s of Arcata (and South Bays) wh ich are
situated near or below MLLW, an d are c haracterized by gradients o f less than
0.5 ft/1000 ft or by no gradient at all , as is oft en t he case.

The 1ower

flats in most places are character i zed by a dense s t and of ee l grass, whereas
the high flats are gene rally ba rren of vegetation except f or a seasonal mat
of the algae Chaetomorpha aerea .

In many cases , the trans i tion zone between
,ft

the high and the low flats, f rom about 1 ft . above t o 0. 5 ft. below MLLW is
characterized by an irregular sur fa ce of bar re n mud mounds and srnal 1 irregular
de p r cs s i on s ,-1h e re c e l g r as s g rows •

Sma l 1 t i da 1 g u l 1e y s , the or de r of 5 00-

2000 ft. in lerig t h and running perpendicu lar to th e ma in tidal chanriels,
di s sect the lower tidal flats in many p laces.

H
A third morphologic unit of the tidal flats is comprised of slightl y
elevated natu ral
(Figure 5).

levees wh ich align the channel banks in some places

The levees range in width from 50 ft. to as much as 500 ft.

and are elevated the order of 1-2 ft . above the adjacent lower flats.
Typically, the levee surfaces are smooth and barren of vegetation , thus
resembling the high fl ats .

In some places, the levees appear to represent

elongate extentions of the high tidal flat~ where-as elsewhere they are
"-"""

completely isolated from the high flats.
In comparing the morphology of South Bay with that of Arcata Bay,
two differences particularly stand out:
1)

the low flats constitute a proportionally greater area
in South Bay {about 26% of total bay area) than in Arcata
Bay (about 14% of bay area).

The high barren mudflats typical

of Arcata Bay therefore, are much less conspicuous in South Bay ;
2)

levees are more common and better developed in South Bay.

Pro-

fi Jes surveyed across the tidal flats in South Bay commonly show
a narrow, relatively steep zone of high flats near the shore line,
a broad expa nse of low flats with virtually no grad(ent, and a high
levee flan king the channel on the bayward end {Figure

5) . One gets

the distinct impression from this configuration that the process
of bay filling involves accretion and bayward growth of hi gh flats
around the margins of the bay, ., building of levees along the channels,
and finally infi 11 of the low flats which constitute sort of isolated basins in be tween.

This process has progressed much further

in Arca ta Bay than in South Bay.
Sall Marsh: The uppermost, natural envir0,1mental subdivision within

the bay is rep resented by sa 1 t ma rs hes.

These range in e 1eva ti on from

r2
about 5.5 to ].Oft. above MLLW and in most places are separated from
the adjacent high tidal flats by a wave-cut cliff from two to three feet

high.

Most of the rrarsh surface s are fairly uniform in height and character-

ized by dense growth of such plants as pickleweed {Salicornia virginica),

cord grass (Spartina foliosa), and sa lt grass (Distichlis spicata ). The
uniform vegetated surface is broken in many places by meandering, steepwalled tidal creeks and isolated depr.e ssions, usually only

a

few inches

deep, which are non-vege t ated and partially filled with standin g water.
The only areas where marshes of significant size still remain are in
Arcata Bay, and these include:

Gunther Island,

a

strip adjacent to Eureka

Slough, and around the mouths of Mad River Slough, Mc Daniel Sl ough , and
Jacoby Creek (Figure 2).

In the remainder of Arcata Bay and in all of

South Bay, salt marsh is restricted t o small, isolated remnants on the bayward side of the dikes.

Overal 1, approximately

mains exclusive of Mad River Slough.

o.6

mi.

2

of marshland re-

This is quite in contrast t o the

situation which prevailed in h istor i c times.

Along much of the eastern

and northern shoreline of the bay, former tidal creeks and channels are
still apparen t extending well outside the dikes and other artific ial features now constituting the high water line .

Using the outer extremities

of these channels (viewed on aerial photographs) as the limits of former
2

marsh distribut ion, it is esti mated that at one time approximately 8 mi.
of marshland existed uround Humboldt Bc;ly.

2

Most of this {about' 6 mi. ) was

around Arcutcl Bay, in Arcatc:i BottomsJ and the reentrant occupied by Fresh\-Jater Creek.

Much of the remainder w.1s situated in the valley of Salmon

Creek, the reclaimed 29 ri cult urc:il land now cal led Beatrice Flats.

Assuming

the above estimates to be reasonc.1bl y correct , roughly 8S-9Cf/4 of the former
marshland areas have been elimincJted, largely by diking either to create
agricultural land or to provide solid ground for railroads and highways.

Furthermore, th ose ma rshe s not elim ina ted artificially are presentl y undergoing signifi ca nt e rosion under wave attack.
The cliffs marking the bayward margin of the marshes are clearly
undercu t in most cas es and are attended by slump blocks of marsh depos its
at the i r bas es.

Seaward of the cliff, beneath a veneer of more recent

tidal flat sediments, fo rmer ma r sh deposits are found, in s ome cas es as
much as 100 feet from the marsh base.

Presumab ly these have been t runcated

by wave at t ack.

By comparing speci fic localities shown on a 1911 map of the bay by
the Army Corps of Eng ineers and 1966 aerial photographs, amounts of mars h
rece ssion were determined fo r various parts of Arcata Bay.

Around most

of t he northeastern shoreline, from North Point to Eureka Sl ough, the
marsh has been e roded back a distance of 100-200 feet since 1911, or at
an average rate be tween -2 and 4 ft/year.

This applies to marshes exposed

bayward of th e railroad dike which fringes ths shoreline on the east, and
the dike built to reclaim agriculture land on the nor th .

During this

s tud y, rates of ma rsh erosion near Eureka Slough were measured by monito ring cliff distance from a fixed marker post.

Between June 1968 and March

1969, t he cliff receded a distance of about 4 feet due to undercu tting at
the base of the cliff and slump ing of blocks from the cliff face.
Two substantial areas along the shoreline of Arcata Bay, adj acent to
the mouth of McDan iel Slough and of J~coby
Creek, showned no marsh re.,
cession be t ween 1911 and 1966.

Notably, the marsh terminate s bayward in

these areas with either a very l ow ( less than 1 ft.) cliff or no c1iff
at all.

Th e McDoniel Slough area is well protected from significant wave

action and Jacoby Creek is the source of co~s iderable sediment input to
the bay, both fact ors probably being influentia l in marsh stabili ty as

,4

explained below.

SURFACE SED IMENTS
~

Collection and Ana ly si s
Sa"l)1es of surface and near surface sedi men ts we r e ga the red f rom all

of the principal morphologic-envi r onmental units of the bay fo r t he purpo.se .of char.acterizin-g the sediments in te rms .of texture, color, composition, and minor sedimentary structures.
collected and include:

A total of 323 samples ha ve bee n

146 from th e tid a l flats, 106 from the t i da l

channels, 15 from channel levees, 16 f rom the salt marsh, 8 from sub-tidal
flats in Entrance Bay, and 16 beach-du ne pa irs from North and Sout h Spit s .
Locations of samples from within the bay are shown in Figure s

6 and 7.

Sampling of the tidal flats was car ri ed out in t wo wa y s:
1)

coring by means of pushing a 2 in . d iameter plas t ic core l i ner
into the surface material.

Th i s was done at 1000 ft. i nterva ls

along profiles surveyed across the •tidal . flats at l ow t ide.
Stakes were p laced at each sample s t ation with the intent of observing and sampling at the same station s at a fut ure date to determine
erosion or s i ltation and textural cha nge .
2)

random samples taken with a Ponar (c lamshell) grab f rom a skiff.

All channel samples were collected from a boat using either the Ponar or
a Smith-McIntyre grab sampler.

.,

Al 1 grab and core samples were observed under a binoc u lar microscope
and col or, composition, and structural c ha racte ristics descrlbed.
a total of 230 samples have been anc1lyzed for t ex tura l properties.

To date,
In mak-

ing textural analyses, the top 10 cm . (compa c t ed ) of each core was us ed
and some samples from deeper in the ·cores {us ually 30- 50 cm. ) have also

been ~nalyzed .

Grab sa mples were homogenized and a random subsamp l e used

for a na 1ys is.

These a 1s o rep re sent about the upper 10-15 cm. of t he bot tom

sediments .
Size ana lyse s were ca rr ied out by sta ndard techn i ques .

Samp l es con-

sisting princ ipall y of silt and c l ay were pretreated in hydrogen pe roxide,
peptized, wet sieved on a 4 ~ (0.062 mm. ) s c reen and ana l yzed by pipe t te.
Sand samples were analyzed at 1/4 0 intervals by sieving.

The s ed iments

were then clas s ified acc o rding to san d-si lt-c1ay percentages following
Shepa rd (1954), and distr i bution pat t ern s mapped on this basis.

A more

detailed study involving a compa ris on between sands from the beach, dunes,
tidal channels, shallow ne ritic zone, and local rivers on the ba se s of
grain-size modes, other textural paramete r ~ and mineralogy is p re s e ntly
in progress.
Textural Cla s sification and Di s tribution
Most of the sedi men t s wi th i n the various bay environments fa l l i nto
the textural categories o f s and, sil ty san d, sand-silt-clay , c la yey silt
and si 1ty clay (Figure

a).

In general, t he coarser sediments character-

i ze the barri er spit and the tidal channel f loors, whereas the finer grained
sediments predom i nate on th e tidal f la t s and salt marshes.

Th e silts and

clays on the tidal flats a re su bdivid ed in t o three special gr ou ps which
a re d i ff e re n t i a t e d a s i n d i ca t e d i

n F i g u r e 13 a nd Tab l e 3•

A re a 1 d i s t r i b ~1-

t i on o f the various textural types is sh o~n in Figures 6 and 7, and is
discu sse d in detai 1 below.
Tidal Channe ls
GetJ.~lextu rc arid ·:or.1posi tion: Th e ,n,J s t

cornr1o n

sedime nt types

lb

occuring on the fl oor of the princ ipal tida l channels are sand, s il ty
sand, and sand-silt-cl~y mixtu re s (Figure

9).

A gene ral pattern of de-

creasing particle size with inc rea s ing distance away from the bay inlet
is e vident; however, this is not a simple uniform decrease.
Near and within the inlet, bot t om sediments consist principal ly of
medium terrigenous sand often with a sign ificant admixture of terrigerous
gravel and/or coarse shell fragments.

The sands generally are poorly

sorted, ranging in size frcxn very f ine to ve ry coarse, but fai rly clean,
containing less than 5% by weight of sil t and clay.

With increased dis-

tance up-channel, away from the bay inlet, th e most obvious change in
character of the channe l sediments i s the increased percentage of silt
and clay (Figure 10). · Sand constitutes the main sediment type in Samo~
ehannel from the inlet to the vicinity of Gunther and Woodley Islands.
Northeast of the islands, either s ilty sand or sand-silt-clay pre vails
for a distan ce of about 3 miles and finally, near the ex trem it ies of the
main tidal cha nnels, either clayey silt or silty clay is most common.
A simi 1ar pattern is evident i n the channel s of South Bay.

The change

in textural type of bottom sed i ment along the channel floors is accompanied
by a general decrease i n modal sand size.

Clean sands in the lower

channels arc character i ze d by modes in the m~dium sand range (1-2 ~) while
fine sand mode s (2-3 ~) typify the silty sands and sand-si It -clays i n the
upper parts of the channels.
The sand and silty sand ch~rac tcristic of the channels occ upy on ly
the deep channel axes .

Detailed sampl in g on several cross-cha nnel profiles

~evealed that the ch ~nnel wal Is consist mainly of clayey and/or s andy silts.
To what extent these finer sediments represenl recently accumu l a ted mnterial
and to what extent they r e present o ld er , tidal fl at deposits which ha ve
been dissec ted by the channels i s not known.

More detailed channel sampl-

ing combined ~--Jith borings adjacent to the c hann els i s needed to clarify
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this situation.

In any case, part of the variability in textural character

of the channel samples, as indicated in Figure 10, can probably be attributed to the fact that all samples were not taken precisely fran the deepest part of the channel.

Another factor which complicates the textu ral pattern on the channel
floors ·is the occurrence of interbedded mud and sand.

In the lower reaches

of Southport Channel, specifically in the closed depression just south
of the confluence with Hookton Channel ,
found to overly sand and shclly sand.

a

mud laye r, 2 - 10 cm. thick, was

Likewise several sa'1lples fran the

lower, dredged part of Hookton channel indicated a thin mud layer overlying sand.

The occurrence of mud ove rlying sand may reflect a reduction

in bottom cu rrent velocities in these areas due to overdeepe n ing of the
channel by dredging in the case of Hookton channel and due to formation
of a bar across the mouth of Southport channel which creates a natural
depression.

An a lt ernative explanation is that the mud layer is simply

a sea~onal one resulting from relatively high turbid itie s which character-

ize the bay waters during winter runoff.
spring.

Both areas were sampled in the

The only additional area where interbedding of sa nd and mud has

been observed is in Bracut Channel in Arcata Say, approximately 1-2 miles
northeast

of

Gunther Island.

This is

a

transitional area between sand

which is characteristic of the lower channe l reaches and sand-silt-clay
or silty clay of the upper reaches.

The alternation of sediment types here

may be related to natural ch ange s in the sedimentation regime which character-

ize al 1 of tlw channe l_s ta..-1a rd the i r upper reaches and account for the
general decrease in size.
Presumably, the most important factor accounting for the observed
ch.:-1ng2s in

texture is decreasing tid al curre nt velocities.

channel reaches con :Ltions 9811c.rc1l ly

,-1i· ,;

In the lower

tuo turbulent to allm-1 significa ,1 t
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amounts of si1~ and cl.Jy t ~1 accumulate.

In the extreme upper r eaches,

tidal currents become sluggish and sand in s i gni ficant quantiti es is not
carried this far.

In between, alternat i ng conditi ons pre va i l so that

both mud and sand accumulate at a l ternate times dependi ng on t i da l conditions.

This situation may lead to interbeding of mud and sand as i n the

case of the above mentioned area i n Brac ut Channel , o r the contrasting
sizes may be mi ·xed through the activity of bur rowing or ga nisms to y i eld
silty sand and sand-silt-clay.
In the lowe r reach e s of the channel s i n Arcata Bay, par t icu l a rly in
the vicinity of Gunther and Woodley Isl a nd s, abundant large s hell fragments of various molluscan species occur i n th e surface sa nd.

These

apparently constitute a lag deposit of materi a ls whic h are reworked from
the channel banks and adjacent tidal flats a nd a re concen t rated on the
channel floors by the sweeping tidal currents whic h are constricted betwee n the islands.

Such reworking is substa nti ated by the occurrence of

mud balls in these sediments.

Exposure of the she l ls a t the surface for

some duration is indicated by encrustations of b ryozoa, ba rnacles, and
worm tubes.

Several samples from the cha nnel f loo r between Gu nther and

Woodley Islands contain peat fragments and s hells wh ich are quite corroded.
Both components ma y have been reworked f rom t he underl ying Pleistocene
deposits which occur close to the surfuce in thi s area.

Gravel 1.vhich

occurs in the channel reach between Gunthe r Isla nd a nd the bay inlet may
likewise be reworked from older, subsurface sediments.

These remain ex-

posed on the channel floor as a consequence of strong ti dal currents and,
perhaps more importantly, frequent dredging whi ch is ca rried out in this
area.
Influence of Dredging: Parts of most of the mai n tidal channels in
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Humboldt Bay have been repeatedly dredge d under the auspices of the Army
Corps of Engineers for purposes of navigat ion and harbor devel opment.

The

earliest Corps of Engineers• project wa s au thorized in 1881 and a channel
10 ~t deep and 240 ft wide was dredged in front of Eureka.

Dred ging of

Samoa, Arcata, and Hookton Channels was begun shortly thereafter.

A sum-

mary of the more recent Corps of Engineers' dredging _projects in Humboldt
Bay, including that author-ized in 1968 but not yet completed,

Table 2.

is given in

Present project specifications (author ized in 1968) are summa r-

ized in Figure 11.
An attempt to examine the infl ue nce of dredging on the textura l character of channel sediments was made by analyzi ng pairs of salll-) les fran the
dredged and undredged parts of Samoa Chann el between the inlet and Gunther
Island.

In most cases the samples from the dredged area contain a higher

percentage both of gravel sized material ( greater than 2 mm) and of mud
(Figure 12).

The coarse material consists of terrigenous gravel and shell

fragments and probably is derived from older beach (?) deposits which are
knO\m to underlie Samoa channel near Gunther Island.

The dredging has

deepened the channel to the point where these older materials are exposed.
The increased mud fraction probably reflects the fact that the channel
has been dredged below the equilibrium level so that reduced bottom currents
al low mud to accumulate.

Depths at most of the sampling localities ranged

from 15-25 ft. prior to dredging activi ties, whereas they nrn\l are maintained
at depths of 30 ft.

Notably, two areas wh ere the mud content between

d r c d ge d and u n ci red g c> d s c1 mp 1es cJ i ff c rs i n s i g n i f i c c1 n t 1y or the re 1a t i on sh i p
is rever sed (Figure i2) ~re both areas where present dredged depths diffe r
little from original depths.
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Table 2.

Summary of recent Corps of Engin eers' channel dredgin g projects
in Humboldt Bay (U.S. Arrrry Cor ps of Engineers, 196 3, 1969) .
For locations and map summary of ex isting project , see Figure n.

Date Adopte d

Project Recommendati ons

3 July 1-930

Eureka Ch ann el, 20 ft . dee p, 300 ft. wide
Samoa Channel, 20 ft. deep, 250 ft. wide
Arcata Channel, l8 ft. deep, 150 ft. wide
Fields Landing Channel, 20 ft. dee p, 250 ft .
wide

30 August 1935

Entrance Chann e l, 30 ft. deep, 500 ft. wide
Eureka Channel, 26 ft. deep , 400 f t. wide
Samoa Channel, 26 ft. deep, 300 ft. wide
Field 1 s Land i ng Channel, 26 ft. dee p, 300 ft.
wide
Turning basi n off Fields Landing Wharf , 26 ft.
deep, 600 ft. wide, 800 ft. long

26 August 193 7

Bar

16 Jul y 1952

& Entrance Ch annel, 40 ft. deep, tapered
from 1600 ft . to 500 ft . wide
North Bay Channel, 30 ft. deep, 400 ft. wide

16 July 1952

Eureka Channel, 30 f t. deep to mil e 5.0
Sanoa Channel, 30 f t. deep, 300 ft . wide

13 August 1968

ll

North Bay Channel, 35 ft . dee p, 400 ft. wide
Eurek~ Cha nnel, 35 f t . deep, 400 ft. wide to
ml le 5.00; 26 ft. deep, 400 ft . wide to mile

6.3
Samoa Chann el, 35 ft. deep, 300 ft. wide
Anchorage area, 35 ft. deep, 1200 x 1200 ft.
wide between Entrance Channel and Gunther
Is 1and •

.!I

Most of this work nol ye t completed.

Tidal Flats
Surface sedimen ts on the tidal flats, between the channel margin s

and

the salt marsh, fa11 principally into the textural categories of clayey
s i 1 t and s i 1 ty c 1ay (Figure 13) •

Srna 1 1 a rca s, re 1at i ,,~ 1y, a re cha rac te r-

i zed by the occurrence of sand-silt-clay and silty sand.

The fine grained

tidal-flat sediments typically arc very soft and sloppy, indica ting a high
water content and are olive gray (Sy 4/l) to dark greenish gray (Gy 4/1)
in color with the exception of the upper centimeter or less which is light
olive gray (5y 5/2}.

Obvious minor sedimentary structures are notably

lacking in virtually al 1 cores taken from the tidal flats.

The mud s

appear eith er homogeneous or exhibit a subtle mottling which reflects
slight variation s in texture and color.

Absence of lamination is attribu-

ted to intense burrowing activities of a rich bay infauna.
For purposes of mapping and study, the silts and clays of the tidal
flats are subdivided into three, more restricted textural groups, 1-111,
wh ich are defined in Table 3 and shown in Figure 13.

Such groups ar e

refe rred t o in the subsequent discussion.
• Tabl e 3.

Textu ral characteristics of silt and clay rich tidal-flat sedimen ts shown in Figure 13 and mapped in Figures 6 and 7.
Textural Name

% Cln
Group 1

very clayey silt

Textural Characteristics
%Sil t
%Sand

45-60

40-55

5

30-45

45-65

15

and silty clay

Group

11

mod~r~tcly clayey
si l t

··- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --·· ·-

··

Group 111

20-30

s 1 i gh L 1y c 1cJycy

s i 1l

55 -70

10-20
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Text ura I Distribution:

Sediment distribution on the t i dal flats shows

a general correla t ion with the bottom morphology (Figures

6

&

7).

The

fine sediments of Group I (silty clay and very clayey si l t ) are restricted
to the high flats around the extremities of Arcata and South Bay s.

Se di-

ments of Group 111 (slightly clayey silt) and othe r s of a mo re sandy textu re (sand-sil t-clay and silty sand) occur mainly on the low flats.
M0 deratel y clayey silts of Groop 11 prevail in the transiti on a reas between the high and low flat s and cover extensive areas of low f lats.
Hence, on the t idal flats, one sees a continuiltion of the t rend noted in
the tidal channe ls, a general decrease in par ticle size with increasing
elevation and d istance away from the inlet.
Decreasi ng intens ity of t he tidal currents appears as the most influent ial factor control ling this distribution.

As incoming tid e waters

spread onto t he tidal· flats from the confinement of the c hannels, currents
decr ease rather abruptly.

Most sand remaining in suspension is de posited

on the low fla ts close to the channel margins as is an abundance of si 1 t
and some clay .

Once the tide reaches th e upper parts of the tidal flats,

the time o f slack water is approached and cur ren ts are at a minimum.

Also,

cit this point, t he nature of the suspended load has shifted toward th e
finer sizes of si lt and clay by scttl ing of co~rser fracti ons along the way .
As a consequence , sediments of Group l or 11 ac cumulate.

Sand and silty

sand on thF tida l flilts are mainly restricted to areas in the immediate
vicinity of tidal channels, particularly on the point s be tween channel
branches, e .g. on th e sou thwes t end s of Gunther a nd Woodle y Islands, near
Bird Islan d in Arcat 2 roy, and between Southport an d Hookton Channels in
South Ba y.

Concen tration of sand in these locali ties is t he res u lt of a

combinatio n of tidal curren t supply c1nd wave r ewo rking wlich winnows out
t he f i ne r- mutc rial and .:1llows it

to

be carried elsewhere by ti dal currents .

Con c en t r a t Pd ~v ave a c L i on on the po i n t s i n Ar ca ta Bay res u 1t s both f r om up-
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channel (southerly) winds and from heavy boat traffic.

On the poin t be -

twee n Hookton and Southport channels, waves are created by down - channe l
(nort her ly) winds, boat traffic, and, especially, waves refracted into
sout h~·ard travel from the bay entrance.

Excessive wave action at t his

locality is manifested by formation of a large sand bar, elevated above
t he general level of the low tidal flats.
Several . exceptions to the general pattern of decreasing pa rtic l e size
with increasing elevation on the tidal flats are apparent; these rel ate t o
processes other than tidal currents which influence the size distribu tion.
In Arcata Bay, such exceptions include:
1)

an arcuate area in the northeast corner of the Bay, off the mouth

of Jacoby Creek {Figure 6).

The near surface sediments here out to a dis-

tance of 500 ft. from the marsh edge consist of silty sand with s ome g ra vel,
and thin interbeds of ~layey silt.

Sayward to a distance of 1500 ft ., in t er-

bedded and interlaminated silty sands and clayey silts predominate.
sand layers were noted in short cores to a distance of 2000 ft.

Oc casional

Thi s occu r-

ren ce of coarse material on the upper tida] flats is clearly the product of
outwash from Jacoby Creek, which has built a srrall delta {or outwash fan)
onto the tidal flats at this locality.

The coarse materials, san d a ~d grave l,

arc spread over the flats primarily by winter runoff; the fine la ye r s a re
p rob ab 1y mo i n 1y t i d a 1 de po s i ts •

This is one of the few areas around the perimeter of the bay where
active marsh growth and bayward progradation of the shoreline i s taking
p l ace.

A comparison between the 1911 map of the Corps of En ginee r s and 1966

aeri al photographs indi cates between 125 and 300 ft. of mars h extension ha s
occurred in a 600 ft. wide section adjacent to the mouth of Jacoby Cr eek.
As mentioned later, the mudflats a1so have undergone signifi cant upbui lding
i n this sector during this same time per·iod.

This also is one of very few
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a reas where lamination is observed in the tidal flat sediments, and t h i s
proba b l y owes to the relatively rapid rates of sediment accumulation here
as wel 1 as greater variabi lity in the nature of materials supplied.
An apparently continuous belt of moderately clayey silt (Group 11)

L)

si t ua ted on the high flats along the northeast shore of the bay adjacent
to the salt marsh and shoreward of a belt of very clayey silt and silty
c lay.

The occurrence of unusually coarse muds here may refl ect excep tiona l

wave action which reduces the quantity of clay that can settle permanently.
Prevailing north to northwesterly winds create larger than average wave s
along this shore by virtue of the full fetch across Arcata Bay.

As noted

above, retreat of salt marsh under the influence of wave attack is par t icularly rapid along this segment of bay shoreline.
3)

the three patches of mixed gravel, sand, and shell constituting

the bulk of the Sand Islands near the north end of the bay.

A boring on

the northernmost of these three islands indicates they consist princi pal 1y
of sand, with some admixture of gravel and coarse shell fragments.

The

c o.J rs e ma t e r i a 1 i s ab o u t 7. f t • th i ck and res ts on s i 1t y c 1a y or c 1aye y
si l t which is typical of the surrounding tidal flats.

The island s do not

appe,H on the 1911 map of the Corps of EnginEers, but are indicat e d o n t he

1931 map.

Apparently, they were formed by the dumping of rrater i als fro m

Arcata Channel when it was dredged to a depth of 14 ft. during the period
be tween 19 11 and 1920 to provide improved access to Arcata wharf (Univ . of
Wa shington, 1955).
The most obvious exception to the general pattern of size distribution
in South Bay is a continuous strip of sand 300
ea st side of South Spit.

500 ft . wi de along th e

This sand belt extends from near MLLW to about

3- 4 ft. above MLLW at the buse of a low nErsh cliff.

Muchcf t he sand in
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this belt is shaped in t o a series of elongat e megaripples which range from
100

to 200 ft. in length and l-2 ft. in height.

ripples (or sand r idges ) is oriented N 65

0

The long axes .of these

E or approximately perpendicular

to th i south-southeasterly winds v-1hich are very corrrnon d.u.ring the winter.
Obse rvations by Cook (1970) indicate these ripples are migrating northward
along
the s pit under the combined influence of waves, whic h stir material
......
into suspension, and ebb tidal curren t s which result in net northward transport.

Hi s ob servat ions indicate a speed of ripple movement of about 2 ft/

mo, and combining this with average ripple volume he estimates a rate of
littoral transport northward of about 1500 yd 3/year.

The sand is derived

by reworking of former beach and dune sand of South Spit and from sand
washed over the spit onto the tidal flats by winter storm waves.
To the north, this litto·al transport system is interrupted by South
Jetty and sand has accumulated to form an east trending spit on the south
side of the jetty (Figure 3).

A comparison of 1948 and 1966 aerial photo-

grap hs fndicates the spit has been extended about 250 ft. bayward (towar~
Buhne Pt.) '3nd at the same time has acquired a recurved end which has extended the order of 100 ft southward across the tidal flats.

Some of the

sane! invo l ved in spit growth has been derived by erosion on the nor th
side o f the jetty and is transported southward under the influence of waves
refracted around South Jetty from the inlet.
Sund extends some distance southward along the marg in of Southport
Chunncl from the east end of the jetty.

Probc:1bly this noterial is trans-

p0rted unde r th e combi 11f•d influence of flood tidal currents and two main

sets of waves - thos e \Ii rcctly from the inlet which are refracted into southward trn el, a nd th ose indirectly from the inlet which ure re flected from
1

the steep sho r cl ine of Entrunc e Bay and travel southwestward .

Hence, sands

carried to the east end of South Jetty, both fron the north and south,
partially accumulate in the form of an east trending spit and part ia lly
are carried south a1ong the tidal flats.

Another portion may be dumped

into !he lower re~ches of Southport Channel and contribute to the shoal
which exists across the north end of this channel as well as contributin g
to t he shoaling of Fields Landing Channel which requires repeated dredgi _n g
by th e Corps of Engineers in order to maintain project depths.

Comparison of Arcata _and South Bays:

In comparing the tidal flat sediments

of Arcata and South Bays, several differences are notable:
1)

Sediments of Group 1 (silty clays and very clayey silts) cov r a
greater proportionat~ area of Arcata Bay;

2)

high-flat sediments in Arcata Bay are of finer texture t han those
in South Bay (63% of the high-flat samples in Arcata Bay occur
in Group 1, whereas 7Cflo of such san~les in South Bay occur in
Groups 11 and 111);

3)

a s!gnific.Jnt percentage of the low flats in South Bay are surfaced by sediments of Group 111 (slightly clayey silt) whereas
sand-silt-clay typifies comparable sections of Arcata Bay.

The reason for greater abundance of fine sediments in Arcata Bay can
be attributed to greater accretion and infill, i.e. a greater proportionate
exrans<: of high flvts \.-.,here the finer sediments tend to accumulat e .

This

expl un.:.ition, however, bC'gs th-e more fundamental questions of why greater
inf i 11 h?s occurred in Arcata Bny and why the high flat sediment s here arc
more clay rich.
tion.

Several factors probably have contributed to th i s situa-

First, ArcL1ta Bay receives a greater direct input of sedime n t fron

surrounding streams, including flood ovcrflov.J from the Mad River by way of
Mad Riv er Slough.

The general bathy:netry of Arcata £Jay, with particul arly
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wide expanses of high flats off the Jacoby Creek-Mc Daniel Slough area,
off the Mad River Slough, and in the vicinity of the mouth of Freshwater
Creek suggest this has had a fundamental
5econd, th.e rate of tidal flushing
in Arcata Bay.

influence on tidal flat accretion.

,s probably sianificantly

slONer

Observations of water characteristics {e.g. salinity and

temperature) indicate that South Ba y returns to

11

normal 11 in a period of 2-

3 days following disturbances such as pronounced rains whereas such a return requires the order of two weeks in A,· cata Bay (J.A. Gast, personal
communicotion).

Reduced flushing increases the residence time· of suspended

sediment contributed to the waters of Arcata Bay by surrounding streams,
wave agitation, and inflow from the inlet..

This should lead to higher

average concentrations of suspended sediment in Arcata Bay relati ve to
South Bay which in turn enhances more rapid net accretion.
Third, most of the dredging activity over the years, both for navigational purposes and in conjunction with commercial oystering (see below),
has been carried out in Arcata Bay and Samoa Channel.

A significant propor-

tion of the bottom muds whichare stirred into suspension in this process
probably find their way to the upper reaches of the bay where they contribute to higher sedin~nt concentration and accretion rates.

Another aspect

of dredging which may play a role here relates to its effect on water circulation.

In an estuarine ,._,ate r body, deepening of chan n e 1s enhances the develop-

ment of vertical density stratification and raises the possibi 1ity for net
bott on1 inflO\v to occur, particulai-ly during seasons of heavy rainfal 1.
a circulation represents an effective sediment trap.

Such

Data are too sparse

to speculate on hrn..,r influential this may be in Humboldt Bay, but considering
the greater inflmv of fresh v,ater to Arcata Bay and the greater amount of
dredgin9 activity here, any increase in sediment trapping from this caus e
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would be most pronounced in Arcata Bay.

Limited data, in fa ct , do indicate

development of a two-layer flow, typical of a partially mixed estuary, in
Samoa channel during the rainy season.

The high mud content of sed iments

from the dredged ch annels relative to their undredged counterparts (figure
12) indicates this process has been influential.
Finally, the two bays probably differ slightly in age.

If Samoa

Spit grew primari"ly from north to south in response to the prevailing
littoral drift, Arcata Bay must have been sheltered from open ocean conditions for a longer time than South Bay.

This would contr ib ute to a greater

infi 11 of Arca ta Bay by the above mentioned proces ses .
A compari son of the low tidal flat sediments in Arcata and South Bays
shO\-is that approximately equal proportionate areas of the low flats in
both bays are chara cter ized by sediments of Group 11 (moderately clayey
silts ); however, the ren~inder of the low flats in Arcata Bay are surfaced
wi th sand-silt-c lay, whereas sediments of Group 111 (slightly clayey silt)
prevai l in South Bay (Figures 6&7).

This textu ra l difference milY result

from either or both of the following:
1)

the influenc e of commercial oyster harvesting in Arcata Bay during
which the upper few cent i meters of mud are extensively stirred up.
Thi s allows preferential removal of silt and clay by tidal currents,
and corresponding concentration of sand.

Addition of sand-sized

shell material in the oyster growing process also contributes to
the difference;
2)

9rcatcr concentration of eel grnss on the low f lats in South Ba}'
i,,-.;hic.h may inhi uit \vcwc c1nd tidal current action and th us promote
the accumulation of silt und clay in what o therwi se might be sandsi 1t-clay cnvi ron111ents compurablc to Arca t a Bay.

Oyster dredging

In Arcata Bay would accentuate this difference because this reduces
the density of eel grass cover (Waddell, 1964).
Available evidence indicates that oyster dredging Is the pr incipal
facto1 accounting for the textural difference and fo r this reason the distrib ution of sand-silt-clay in Arcata Bay was mapped to correspond with
dredged areas which are recognizable on 1966 aerial photographs.

14 samples taken from dredged areas of Arcata Bay,

10

Out of

(7 1%) are sand-silt-

clay, 2 are silty sand, and 2 are moderately clayey silt.

Sed iments from

undredged low flats of Arcata Bay are dominantly moderately clayey silt
(Group 11).

If one takes the mean texture of the samples fron undredged

areas (sand:silt:clay=l0:56:34), adds sand to this while mainta.ining a constant silt:clay rat io , the resulting sediment has very nearly the same
textural makeup as the mean of the samples from dredged areas (sand:silt:clay=

28:45:27 ) .

This is consistent with the effects expectable from dredging

and implies that prior to dredging virtually the entire low flat area of
Arcata Bay was characterized by moderately clayey silt, i.e. was finer in
texture than South Bay.

This, in turn, is consistent with the comparison

of high flat sediments in the two bays, but is inconsi stent with the idea
of pervading influence of eel grass cover.

No obvious influence of eel grass

cove r on sediment texture is recognized, however, this deserves more detailed
testing.
Sa1t Marsh
The sa1t marsh remnants around the fringes of the bay have the most
consistently fine grained sediments of any of the environments examined
(Figure 14).

OUt of 14 salt marsh samples, 10 (70%) are silty clays with

modal silt sizes of 6-8 ~-

The chief exceptions to this are the small marsh
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areas along the east side of South Spit where wind blown sand is contributed
to the marsh, and the marsh sediment is silty sand or sand-sil t-clay.

Con-

centrations of plant ren8ins, both fragmental and in growth position, range
as high as 70-BC>°lo {by weight), hence the marsh deposits vary from a clayey
peat to a highly organic clay and are typified by a spongy, porous nature.
Where organ ics predominate, the most common color is dark yellow ish brown
(10 YR 4/2).

In less organic rich marshes, or in clay rich layers within

the marsh, the sediments are usually olive gray but streaked through with
yellow brown stems and roots or with iron concretions which have formed
around the plant remains.
The fine textured marsh sediments complete the trend of decreasing
grain size with increased elevation and distance fran the · inlet witnessed
in the tidal chan nels and on the tidal flats.

In mos t cases, the marsh

deposits are 3-4 ft. thick and grade downward into gray clayey silts of the
high tidal flats.
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MEASU REMENTS OF DEPOSITION AND EROSION
IN ARCATA BAY
In an a ttempt to measure rates of sediment accumul ation, siltation
markers were installed in Arcata Bay at seven localiti~s which are indi cated by the letters A - G

in Figure 2.

A11 locations are on the hi gh

tidal flats and all are chara c terized by sediments of Group 1 or 11 (F igure
13).

Instal lation ·of the marke·rs involved di·gging a trenc h in the mud

flats, sliding a plexiglass sheet (2 ft. x 1 ft. x 1/4 in) beneath the
mud flat surface adjacent to the trench , then refilling and smoo thing over
the trench.

Care was taken to disturb the mud flat surface overly ing the

plexiglass sheet as 1 ittle as possible.

A wooden stake, 2 ft x 1/2'' x

1/211 , was pushed into the mud to mark each corner of the pla te for reloca tion and for reference in making observations.
Measurements .of erosion or deposition at each loca tion were made by
determin ing the thickness of mud over the plate at seven pre-determined
poi nts using a calibrated thin metal rod • .The mean of these seven values
was used as a measure of the average mud thickness over the plate at any
one time.

Changes in the mean mud thickness as a function of time for the

seven markers are shown in Figure 15.

In each graph, a zero reading indi-

cates a mean mud thickness over the plate equal to the thickness at the
time of i nstallation.

A plus reading indicates increased thic kness or net

accumulation; a negative reading indicates decreased thickne ss or net erosion.
The results of the siltation measurements proved rather su rpris i ng.
Only a t two localities, A
sites, D

&

&

C, did overall net accumulati on occur.

At two

G, definite net erosion of a substantial amount ha s occurred,

and at three sites, B, C, F, seasonal cycles of erosion and depositi on are
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indicated , with no definite evidence of either overall net e rosion or deposi tion.
Deposition
At the site of siltation marker E, which is 3000 ft. baywa rd of the
mouth of Jacoby Creek, a net mud accumulation of 5.0 cm has occurred over
the 2.75 yr. i nte rval of measurement.
de posi t ion rate of 1.8 cm/yr.

This indicates an ave rage annual

Substantiating evidence for ne t accumulat i on

at about this rate in this general area include s :
1)

a comparison between contou r s based on sound ings made by the Army
Corps of Engineers in 1940 and elevations which were determined
du r i ng this study along a surveyed prof il e df

Jacoby Creek.

This

comparison . indicates net accumulation of between 15 and 30 cm.
over that part of the profile more distant t han 1000 ft . from the
mouth of Jacoby Creek during the past 30 year., or sed imentation
rates of 0.5-1 cm/year.

At the site of Ma r ke r E, the elevation _

comparison indicates a rate of 1 cm/year;
2)

examination of mud levels relative to a lines marked on pegs emp laced during the profile survey.

This ind i ca t e s accumulation

rates between 2 and 4 cm/year over that pa rt of the profile less
than 1000 ft. from the mouth of Jacoby Creek , and rates between
0. 6 and 1. 2 cm/year at distances of 1000 - 2000 ft;
3)

ac ti ve bayward growth of the salt mars h adjacent to the mo uth of
Ja coby Cree k.

Measurements at marker E ind i cate sea sonal flu c t uat ions in the rate
of sed imenta t ion.

Relatively rapid accumulation, e~uivalent to nearly 4

cm/yr , occurs in the summer and fall, whi le no de pos ition or net erosion
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occurs in the winter.

This is the opposite of what one would expect due

to fluctuations in Jacoby Creek discharge, which is a maximum during the
win ter, and probably relates to seasonal changes in wind pattern as discussed below.

On the other hand, the nearshore measu rements of sediment

leve ls relative to survey pegs reflect direct accre tion by .discharge from
the creek.
Obse rvations at marker A, near Mad River Slough Channel, indi cates a
steady accumulation rate of about 1.6 cm/yr.

Measurements have not been

made at this locality for a sufficient length of time to ellucidate any
seasonal variations and no elevation surveys are available wi- th which to
compare these values for long term trends.

The reason for the h i gh rates

of acc umula ti on in this locality are not immediately apparent since Mad
River Slough carries fresh water discharge of any signif icance only during
flood per iods.

The marker is located, however, in a sort of° cul -de-sac be-

tween a levee which flanks the Mad River Slough Channel on the east and
North Spit on the west.

Evidence from a boring on the east side of North

Spit near Manila indicates that a major tidal channel, at least 30 ft.
deep, f o rmerly coursed this area.

Probably this channel was fla nked by an

area of low tidal flats similar to those now extant along Arca ta and Brac ut
Channels.

Encroachment of dunes from the northwest, and levee development

along Mad River Slough Channel, which buffers any wave action, left this
low-lying section between, :which now has been near.l y fi l led by high tidal
fla ts.

Another fa ctor contributing to infill here is overf low from the

Mad River during floods.

The most notable siltation in the bay associated

with rece nt floods (1955, 1964) was along the flanks of Mad River Slough
Cha nnel (V. Hayes, personal communication}.

Reworking and redistribution

of these deposits may con tri bute substantially to the accretion tc:IQng place

over marker A.
Another situation where direct measurements show high rates of sed imen t accumula t ion is in the proximity of rac ks used for commercial oys ter
culturing.

Oyster racks were placed along the west si de of Mad River

Slough Channel, approximately 1/2 mi north of Its confluence wi th Arcata
Channe l, in 1967.

They are situated on the bayward side of a pronounced

levee which f1 a nks the channel here.

Because of indications of sediment

buildup, five ca1ib rated marker stakes were p1aced on the tida1 f1ats jus t
shoreward of t he se racks in February of 1970.

Observations through June,

1971, shON average net accumulation rates ranging from 3 to near1 y 10 cm/
yr adjacen t to these stakes.

Probably initial rates were even higher .

The

excessive accumulation here results from disruption of _the tidal current
system and shielding of the tidal flats fran wave action by the racks.

A

siltation marker (F) which is located on the tidal fla ts 800 ft. shoreward
of these racks shows no net accretion over the period 1969 to 1971.
Erosion
Significant net erosion has occurred at two of the marker sites in t he
bay - marker D, at a position 500 ft. bayward from the marsh near Eureka
Slough, a nd marker G, on the high flats surmounting the bank northeast of
Gunther Island.

The average net erosion rates range from 2. 1 cm/yr at

ma r ker G to 3.6 cm/year at marker D.

As in the case of deposition, the

erosion fluctuates with season, apparently in response to variable wave
action , and is punctuated by periods of non-erosion or accre tion.

Short

term erosion rates as high as 11 cm/yr are recorded at marker D.
Substantiat i ng evidence for net long term erosion in the vicinity of
marke r O has already been mentioned, namely, the rapid rate of marsh · recession under wave attack along this stretch of shore.

F~rthermore, a .:

comparison of 1940 contours of the Corps of Engineers and elevat i ons surveyed duri ng this study indicate a net reiroval of between 15 and 30 cm
of s edime nt over the tidal flats within 1000 ft. of the marsh cliff, or a n
average long term erosion rate of

o.6 -

Seaward of 1000 ft.,

1.2 cm/yr .

pre s en t day elevations correspond closely with those of 1940, and any
dif ferences are easily within the limits of uncertain ty of both su r veys.
The reason for accentuated erosion here may be related to altera·tion
in the locality of discharge of Freshwater Creek.

Old maps (1911, 1931)

show several prominent channels of the Freshwater drainage system entering
th e bay at and just north of the marker site.

These may have provided

sufficient sediment to cause aggradation, or at least stability, of the
mud fl at s dur ing this early period.

The channel connections and mud

supply have since been effectively terminated by railroad, highway, and
airport construction, so that virtually all sediment car ri ed by Freshwater
Creek either comes to rest in the various sloughs in i ts lower reaches or
issues from the mouth of Eureka Slough into the Eureka Channel system and
is dispersed by t idal currents.

This reduction in supply may have initiated

erosion of the tidal flats at profile Dor may simply have accentuated a
longer term trend toward erosion as described below.
The siltation marker (G) was installed northeast of Gunther Island
in 1969 to test for any observable effects of the fi 11i ng and dredging
operations associated with construction of the new Eureka-Samoa bridge.
The anticipation was that mud would accrue here at a substantial rate due
to excessive turbidity created by channel dredging and to reworking of the
dredged materials which were used to construct a fi 11 across the tidal
fl ats about 1/2. mi. southwest of the rrerker.

Instead, continuous erosion

at a rate of about 2 cm/yr was witnessed at this mar ker.

Whether or not
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this erosion was initiated by the construction is uncertain, however, it
can be interpreted logically as such.

The marker is located on a levee-

l ike feature, the growth of which is probably related to turb ul ence and
scour by tidal currents at the channel constriction between Gun ther Isl and
and the spit , and deposition on the channel margins as the current spreads
out to the northeast.

A levee canplementary to the one northeast of Gunther

Island has developed along the west side of Mad River Slough Channel.

A

shallow waterway which, judging from the sandy sediments present there, i s
subject to considerable tidal flow has developed between the levee and the
marsh on Gunther Island.

Fill for the bridge has blocked this tidal water-

Ii

·,

way and presumably has shifted northeastward the site where currents begin
to spread out and deposit sed iment.

As a consequence, the whole s ystem,

levee and tidal waterway, may be shifting northeastward and the erosi on
witnessed at marker G may be an indication of such a shift.

If this inter-

preta t ion is correct, two additional consequences can be predicted:
1)

the oyster grounds on the rntercha nnel bank furth er northeast of
Gunther Island wi 11 be the site of more rapid siltation associated
with levee formation;

2)

in the absence of the protective levee, the salt marsh on t he
north side of Gunther Island may experience accel e ra ted erosion
under wave attack.
Seasonal Effects

A cyclic pattern to variations in mud thi~kness is evident at several
of the markers, particularly B

&

C near Mc Daniel Slough and F near Manila,

but these lack definite evidence of net erosion on accretion.

The cycles

appear to correlate with season and can be attributed to shifts in the prevailing wind direction.

During the winter, November to March or Apri 1,
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southerly winds prevail.

Having available a signi ficant fetch across

Arcata Bay , such winds result in concentrated wave action along the northern

and northwestern shore.
flats occurs.

As a ,consequence, net erosion of the upper tidal

In late spring, summer, and lasting into fall , winds from

the north are mos t common, and these sites are shelte red fran wave action.
Net accret ion over the markers is witnessed during these intervals.

Not-

ably , the same seasonal effect is reflected in changing rates of acc'te-

tion at marker E and rates of erosion at ma rker D.

The pattern is reversed

at D, however, with maximum erosion during periods of northwester l y winds
and reduced erosion or net accretion during southerly winds.

This is

expecta ble from the location.
Another factor which contributes to the seasonal buildup of t he tidal
fla ts is the development of a mat of filamentou s algae, Chaetomorpha aerea,
\

in la te spr ing or early sunvner.
when first developed.

The mat is between 1/2 and 1 cm thick

This is left out of the measurements when fresh, but

may cont ribu te significant ly to later measurements as it gradually covers
with mud and decays.

SEDIMENT BUDGET AND RECENT BAY HISTORY
The results from siltation markers indicate

hat parts of the bay are

undergo i ng accretion at rates which are very high by comparison to other
syst ems which have been studied.

Rusnack {1967) suggests average rates of

lagoon and estuary fil 1 to be about 0.2 - 0.4 cm/year, or about comparable
to rates of relative sea level ri se.

That high rates of fi 11 persisted

in Humboldt Bay for a significant period during Recent time is consistent
with the prevalence of tidal fl ats and, formerly, extensive areas of salt
marsh , which are manifestations of prolonged fi 11 ing at a greate·r rate than

is compensated for by eustatic sea Jevel rise on subsidence.
On the other hand , erosion at rates equally large or large r than those
of accretion are noted in other parts of t he bay.
situation for the bay as a wole?

What, then. is the

Is it gradually filling, gradua l y eroding,

or is it in approximate equilibrium, that is, filling only at a rate commensurate with gradua l rela tive sea level rise?

To answer these questions

wi th some certainty requires a knowledge of the sediment budget, in particular,
quantit ies of sediment entering and leaving the bay via the tida l inlet,
as well as net input by discharge from streams and blown from the spit by
wind .

Quality information of this type is not presently avai Jab le .
Qualitative evidence indicates that Arcata and South Bays are In

approximate equil ibrium with presen t

ources of sed "men

supply; i.e.

they are fil -ling at a rate wh ich is compensated for by gradua l eus tatic
rise in sea level, or subsidence, or both.

Thi s is based on two main Jines

of evidence:
1)

comparison of maps and aerial photographs of the bay from various
times;

2)

either gradua l erosion or stability of most of the salt marshes
which remain around the bay perimeter.

Channel depths shown on an 1851 map of the bay by the U.S. Coast
Survey are quite similar to those sh own on detai Jed surveys by t he ArrrPtf
Corps bf Engineers in 1911, 1931., and 1940, and to spot checks made duririg
this investigation. ~-The chief exceptions to this are the in let, in Entrance
Bay, and the lower reaches of the tidal channels wh ich have been dredged.
Compa rison of the 1911 and 1940 maps show some widening of the main tidal
channels and a recession ( shoreward migration) of the MLLW line, however ,
t hese differences are probably a result mainly of variable survey accuracy.
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If anything , they imply ne t erosion over this t ime interva l .

Present day

aerial photographs (1966-1970) s.how only s1ight d ifferences, other than manmade, from those taken 25 to 30 ·years ago (1940-1948 ).
cha nges previously discussed these differen ces include :

In addition to
expa nsion of levees

along the tidal channels in South Bay and adjacent to Gunther Island, net
depos ition on the t idal f1a ts between Mad River Slough Channel and North
Spit, and l imited headward growth of severa1 tidal gu11eys , especially
those · tributary to Southport a nd Hookton Channels.
Most of the salt ma rshes spotted around the bay terminate in an abrupt
clif f.

The occurrence of slump blocks, t runcated marsh sediments beneath

the ad jacent high flats , and, in se vera 1 i nstances, former tidal fla t sediments exposed near the base of the mars h cl if f p rove the marshes are receding i n many places.

This is believed consistent with the idea of approximate

equilibr ium in the bay.

For marshes to activel y accrete and extend bayward,

the adjacent tida l f1ats must build to such a level tha t marsh plants can
begi n to grow .

In the absence of such building, the mar sh wi11 either erode

under wave attack or stabilize in position and, perhaps, grow upward at a
pace ccrnmensurate with relative sea level rise and sediment supply.

Again,

comparison of old maps and aerial photo suggest these are the prevailing
cir cumstances around the bay .
Under cond itions of approximate equilibrium in the bay as a whole, which
in itse1f implies a basic change in the ba y regime, some erosion and accre ~
t ion in l ocal areas of the bay with concomitant rel ocation of rl13terials is
expectab le.

In areas exposed to wave attack, the ba lance may shift toward

erosion, so that marshes recede and the up per tida l flats a r e reworked and
cut down as along the eastern sh o re of Arcata Bay.

In sheltered areas, as

west of Mad River Slough Channel , or areas where direct discharge of sediment
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is at hand, as nea r Jacoby Creek, net accretion may take place.

El sewhere ,

eros i on and accretion may alternate on a short term basis under the influence of sea sonally varying .wa,.ve action and hyd rog ra phi c chang.e s imposed
by human act i v ities.

This implies that most of the materia l s i nvol ved in

the r ap id seasonal accretions noted above are probably der i ved " in house"

by wave erosion and from muds stirred into suspension by channel and oys t er
dredg i ng .
If, in fact, the bay is in a state of approximate equili bri um, and
if s uch equi libri um implies net depositional rates the o rder of 0 . 2 - 0 . 4
cm/year over the bay as a whole, what is the principa l sour ce of the sediment?

Information is too sparse to al l ow detailed calculat i on of sedime nt

budge t , however some order of magnitude estimate s. al on g with qualitative
reasoning do provide some insight.
include :

Potential sources of sed iment i nput

direct discharge into the bay fran the surroundi ng watersh ed, in-

f l ow from the tidal i nl et, bi ological production, and eolia n transport
f rom the spit.

Almos t ce r t a in ly, d irec t d i scharge and transfe r through

the inlet are the predominant sources.

Sed iment leaves the bay by wa y of

tidal outflow through the inlet and as dredge spoils.
To provide a net long-term accumulation over the enti re bay at a rate
4
of 0.2 - 0.4 cm/year would require a net input of between 12. 5 and ~5 x 10
3
m of sediment per year. Furthermore, according to estima te s covering the
4
period 1959-1963, the Corps of Engineers annually removes abou t 51 x 10 m\

i n the cou rse of d redging for channel mainten ance (U.S. Army Corps of Eng i neer s>1963).

Toge t her the se fig ures imply an annua l i np ut of se diment to
4

t he bay of between 63.5 and 76 x 10

3
m•

The mean ann ual water discharge
6 3
6 3
from Jacoby Creek and Elk Rive r is 13. 1 x 10 m and 73.1 x 10 m respective ly (U.S. Geological Survey , 1970) .

Assu ming a mean sedi ment concentra-

tion in thes e streams of 100 mg/1 (1/lOOth of th a t _in the Mad Ri ver) , the
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sediment discharge from these two streams would be about 4.5 x 10

3

m /yr.

Doubling this to account for other sources, in parti cular Freshwater and
4

Salmon Creeks, the total direct input by streams would be about 9 x 10
3
m /yr, or roughly 1/7 to 1/8 the ove ral 1 input. The deficit must be
supp lied pr imar ily f rom t he i nlet, hence this appears to be the major

source for the bay as a whole, supplying be tween 54 and 67 x 104 m3annua1~.
The bulk of this is probab l y derived indi rectly fr om the Eel and Had Rivers
by littoral and tidal currents and is ca r ried right back out again as
dredge spoils.

No i nformation is avai )able a t present from which to

determine the proportions of t idal f lat sed ime nts derived from these two
sources, however, t he general textural pattern implies that the in let i s
the major contributor.

Th e ve r y tenuous nature of these calculations is

reempha s i zed •
If the bay was formerly fillin g, as implied by the existence of extensive tidal flats and salt marsh, but now is in approximate equilibri um,
e ither the rate of relat ive sea level rise must have in creased or the rate
of net sediment input mu s t have decreased.

No ev idenc e is availa ble on the

first po int which implies an increased rate of subsidence. Regarding the
second point, the sediment budget, at least two possible factors are evident :
1)

the influe nce of dredging;

2)

reduced direct supply to the bay due to shiftin g of the Had River
course .

The amount of sediment rerroved annual Jy by the Corps of Engi neers corresponds to a layer of sediment nearly 1 cm thick over the entire bay area .
Furthermore, this is solely the amount removed by mainte nance dredging; a
large volume also has been removed in deepening the tidal channels relative
to their former condition.

Deepening of channels must in crease the tidal
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prism. which, in turn, should accelerate overall tida l circulat ion in the
bay .

An increase in flushing combined with net removal by dredging may

have reduced former sedimentation rates to the point where equilibrium now
prevails.

One can argue this in reverse however.

Deepening of cha nnel s

promotes development of two-layer estuarine circulati on and enhances trapping of sediment in tidal channels .

Two layer circulation also tends to

increase sediment input to the bay along the bottom of the tid al inlet.
Hence, most of the material removed in maintenance dredging may be present
in the bay only by virtue of the dredging process, meaning that dredging
would have little effect in changing the balance of the entire system.
The Mad River at some time during the Recent geologic past must have
emptied direct ly into an ancestral form of Humboldt Bay.

The low lying

area of Arcata Bottoms, north of Arcata Bay, was presumably a part of this
ancestral bay, but has since been filled by a ccmbination of tidal flat,
mar sh, and Mad River deltaic deposits.

In support of this idea are the

results of borings in three areas along the north shore of Arcata Bayat the mouth of Mad River Slough, at North Point, and at the mouth of Mc
Daniel Slough (Figure 16) .

In al 1 cases, substantial sand and gravel

deposits were encoontered at depths ranging from 15 to 24 ft.

These are

overlain by bay mud and marsh sediments and in at least two cases, McDani el
Slough and Mad River Slough, are also underlain by bay mud.

The gravels

contain large logs or stumps which c.ould not be penetrated in several of
the borings.

The Mad River appears as the most logical soorce of these

gravels and the inters ratification with bay muds implies growth of a delta
into some ancestral form of bay .
Geomorphic evidence in the form of old meander scars visible on aerial
photographs clearly indicates the prese nce of a former channel

of

the Mad
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River along the eastern margin of Arcata Bottoms as far south as the .City
of Arcata; h0t4ever, farming has obliterated clear cut evi dence of where
this channel terminated.

At present, two small channels cross the bottom

·1and s south and west from Arcata - one enters the bay as He Daniel Slough,
the other enter s near the mouth of Mad River Slough as Lilfscanb Slough.
'-'

Are these situated along former courses of the Mad River?

I suspect they

are and on this basis propose the following history of devel opmen t, whi ch ,
at this stage, is little more than a working hypothesis.
During the late stages of Holocene rise in sea level, th e Mad Ri ve r
trended southwes t from the vicinity of Arcata in about the present l ocus
of Li!scomb Slough and emptied into some ancestral form of Humboldt Bay
.:J

(or embayment).

Deposition of river sediment formed a deltaic cone wh i ch

extended to or perhaps beyond the present site of North Spit nea r t he
mouth of Mad River Slough.

-...

Notably, Lipscomb Sl ough is located about on
.,_,,

the crest of a southwest trending bulge in the contours across Arcata
Bottoms • .Due to over-extension of the river , this channel became unstable .
At this time the river ma y have shifted south to enter the bay a t t he
present site of Mc Daniel Slough, thus accq('ting for the sand a nd grave l
deposits there; or the rive r may have shifted north tONard its pre sent
location, in which case the coarse rrater ials at Mc Daniel Slou gh cou ld be
att r ibuted to temporary crevasse splays.

At any rate, the roo st recent

history, as indicated by meander patterns, appears to have bee n a gra dua l
northward shift of the river ·course from the vicinity of Arca ta to it s
present site, and it has persisted there since, graduall y f illing Wlat must
have been a natural topographic low between · the orig i nal de ltaic cone and
the highlands north of the present river course.
Much sp~culation has persisted amon g local residents conce r ning airect

~
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entry of the Had River into Humboldt Bay during historic times by way of
Mad River
Slough.
channel.

~:t:o::::Htt1ubol:dt--8e f ◄t:tci:n.g=hi=8to,,i,~htte-.Fuf

wt:if5"F l:fc!id

ftl vie r

The sl ough, in fact, is considered by many to be a relic t river
Thus far, I have found no substantiating evidence for this .

The

U.S. Coast Survey map of 1851 does not indicate a direct connection, nor
do any oth er old maps I have seen.

Search of old records by Mrs . F. Purser

of Humboldt State College does indicate, however, that a canal was cut between the lower Mad River and the upper reaches of Mad River Sl ough in
1854 fQr the purpose of rafting Jogs to the Eureka mills.

Apparently this

was not a very successful operation and caused some grief in later years
when, during floods, overflow waters of the Mad exploited the channel and
dumped cons iderable mud , logs, and other debris into the upper reaches of
Arcata Bay.

The canal is still recognizabl~ on aerial photographs (Figure

16), and flood waters, e.g. during 1955 and 1964, still travel this route
to the bay, though by no means are they restricted to the ca nal and Had
River Slough.

I do not feel, hcwever, that Mad River Slough represents a

former river course;- instead, I think it represents a natural extension of
the bay which developed in a low-lying area left between the barrier spit
on the seawa rd side and the subsiding fringes of the southwest t rending
Mad River delta.

Obviously, many more borings will be needed to elluci date

this history.
Assuming that a significant quantity of mud was contrib uted - directly
to the bay by the Mad River in fairly recent time~ by what ever route, and
that subsequently the river course was diverted so that most of this mud
went directly to the ocean, the sedimentary regime of the bay expectably
would change in much the fashion discussed above.

Wave acti on and tidal

cur rents wou1d become more effective in dispersing sediment and rates of
marsh a nd tida l flat accretion \'I.Ould diminish, perhaps to the point of

approximate equilibrium as is now witnessed.
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Distance measurements start at O marker between the jetties as shown in
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